
10 Free WordPress Plugins Your WordPress 

Website Should Have! 

 

WordPress is the most popular CMS system to date! However, besides the user-

friendly features & it’s flexibility, what really makes it shine is the ability to add 

plugins which can further extend the functionality of your site. 

 

Below, we are going to list 10 WordPress plugins that your website should have! 

 

1. WP Super Cache 

Ever went to a website excited to read the content that they have, but when you 

got there, it took forever to open & you eventually left? A slow website loses 

visitors. That’s why it’s important to have a caching plugin like WP Super Cache 

installed. It helps to load your website faster through browser caching. 

2. Tiny MCE 

If you’re a blogger, then you’ll spend a lot of time in the standard WordPress text 

editor. However, the standard editor can be kind of basic when it comes to 

features. Tiny MCE helps to extend the amount of features you get in your editor!  

3. Akismet Anti-Spam 

Spam can be very annoying. Furthermore, it can even open some potential 

gateways for hackers to access your site. Akismet Anti-Spam helps to solve this 

issue by blocking spam on your WordPress installation. 

4. Up-Draft Plus Backup 

Imagine investing a lot of time & money into your WordPress blog just to see it 

vanish at the fault of a computer server error! Having a plugin like Up-Draft Plus 

can help you protect your investment by backing up your website.   



5. Contact Form 7 

While there are many options when it comes to contact forms, contact form 7 

remains a very flexible contact form plugin. However, it does require some HTML 

& CSS know how. However, if you don’t have these skills, you can find many other 

contact form builders that can get the job done! 

6. All in One SEO Pack 

What good is having a blog if nobody can see it? All in One SEO pack helps your 

website to be able to be seen in search engines for specific keywords.  

7. Wordfence Security 

Every website needs some sort of security behind it. Wordfence does the job with 

ease. With a few clicks of a button, you’ll be able to setup firewalls, secure parts 

of your website & much more! 

8. Google Analytics 

Understanding your data is key to building a blog that people want to read. Thus, 

having Google analytics installed is necessary! It helps you to see how many 

people visit your site, where they con form & how long they stay. Knowing this 

information can help you build a better blog that keeps the users attention 

9. Google XML Sitemaps 

Search engines like Google crawl the entire internet every day. This is how you’re 

able to type in a keyword & find certain websites. Having this plugin installed 

makes it easy for search engines to find & crawl your site. 

10. EWWW Image Optimizer    

You might find yourself upload lots of images from time to time. And a lot of them 

might be high resolution. While we recommend compressing your images before 

uploading them, EWWW image optimizer does a great job of optimizing the 

images you already have. This helps your site to maintain speed & still load your 

images! 

 

 



 


